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Abstract 

CFA01 is granule Fertilizer Applicator prime mover machine, this machine was 

supported with frond lifting mechanism. In the previous crawler design of the granule 

applicator prime mover machine, the design has some weaknesses. This research 

objective is to do modifications to improve crawler performance on the crawler type of 

CFA01 by adding elevated sprocket mechanism. The result of crawler design has 

functional parts, there are frame, sprocket and chain transmission, roller and idler roller. 

The result of structural analysis shows the election of each material for design is good 

and precise because SC45 material has yield strength σb = 58 kg/mm
2 

more than 

maximum load stress value. The result of kinematic analysis shows the power needed to 

move the crawler is 6.9 hp and to optimize distribution of fertilizer so the machine must 

be operated at transmission level L-2 and engine rotation speed at 2000 rpm. Based on 

result of load static simulation from SolidWorks software, the material which is used in 

each component is safe because the value of stress is less than material yield strength. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Palm is the main plantation commodities 

Indonesia. Indonesia is the biggest producer of 

palm fruit commodities. Oil palm can produce 

vegetable oil as much as 6 tons/ha, whereas 

other plants only produce vegetable oil as 

much as 4-4,5 tones/ha. Palm oil is one of the 

commodities that have good prospects in 

Indonesia. Indonesia has the potential arable 

land and enough labor supply to make palm 

oil as the mainstay of economic growth. 

Seeing so much potential, needs to improve 

production on this commodity. Steps can be 

taken to increase the production of one of 

them by a system of cultivation well such as 

fertilizer applicator given.  

Fertilizer is the process for adding 

nutrients, improving soil structure and 

replacing the lost nutrients absorbed or 

transported by plants. The purpose of fertilizer 

given to keep and repair the soil fertility, so 

that the plant can produce at its optimum point 

and resistance to interference from the 

environment (Pahan 2008). One of the 

problems at fertilizer processing is the 

operational smoothness of the machine, many 

fertilizer applicator machine cannot be 

operated at palm plantation land, and because 

of the land condition is that extreme and has 

low ground pressure. 

Crawler fertilizer applicator (CFA01) is 

the mover prime machine developed by Dr. 

Desrial at mechanical and bio-systems 

engineering IPB. The machine has supported 

by front lifting to lift the leaf midrib so that 

the fertilizer does not fall on the midrib 

because it fertilizer given more efficient. The 

machine use the crawler as the traction source, 

crawler choose because of the condition of 

land has steep slopes, low ground pressure and 

narrow gap.  

Previous design of crawler of CFA01 has 

some weakness such as gap of ground 

clearance of the machine is too low, shaft and 

sprocket installation is not symmetry so that 

made the sprocket run out from the track, and 

if the crawler is operating in undulating land 

so that made big impact for the gearbox so it 

can damage the gearbox.     

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The study was conducted by the method 

of based on engineering design analysis 

approach in modifying included of them 

structural analysis design, kinematic analysis 
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design, functional design, and crawler 

functional testing. The expected design criteria 

of the machine is width less than 250 cm, high 

less than 220 cm, and has ground pressure less 

than 90 kPa. 

2.1 Tools and materials 

Tools that used in this study for collecting 

the data: Personal Computer (PC), software 

CAD (Solidworks 2015), machining tools, 

mistar, calipers, stationary Software Adobe 

CC Pro 2014, CFA01 unit. 

2.2 Design phase 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of crawler design 

2.2.1 Problem indentification 

Crawler design of CFA01 has some 

weakness. The main problem at track 

alignment which the sprocket often run out 

from the track (Figure 2), rear sprocket shaft 

deforms (Figure 3) and ground clearance is too 

low (Figure 4). From the above issues it needs 

to be modified to re-analyze existing product 

as the basis for designing a new products, to 

minimize the weakness and improve the 

product excellence. 
 

 

Figure 2. Sprocket run out from the track 

 

Figure 3. Rear sprocket shaft deforms  

 

Figure 4. ground clearance of the machine 

2.2.2 Analysis of engineering design 

Engineering design analysis needed to 

accurately determine: shape, dimension, material, 

and manufacturing process, determine the size and 

kind of its correctly mechanism, determine the 

power needed and determine the estimate of the 

machine performance test was designed. 

Engineering analysis is done by the study include: 

 Force distribution and Centre Of 

Gravity (COG) analysis 

∑F = 0       (1) 

∑M  = 0                                   (2) 

 Stress analysis on main frame 

σ   =𝑀 x c/𝐼               (3) 
 Forward speed theoretical 

N2 x d2 = N1 x d1      (4) 

Vt = (2 x phi x N2 x r)/60     (5) 

 Ground pressure analysis 

P = F/A                             (6) 

 Pull force and traction analysis 

Pull force = DxCtx1000             (7) 

Traction force = DxCtx1000/Vt (8)  

 Power requirements analysis 

D = Crr x W x V x 9.8 / 735       (9) 

 Transmission efficient analysis 

Eff = 1-(Va/Vt)     (10) 

 Selection of machine element analysis 
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2.2.3 Engineering drawing and load static 

simulation. 

Engineering drawing of the crawler 

design of CFA01 drawn with Solidworks 

software helped. Solidworks is one of CAD 

software to create engineering drawing and do 

some simulation. One of simulation can be 

done by solidworks is load static simulation. 

Static simulation was conducted to know the 

strength or the ability of material to receive 

the load, its can support engineering design 

analysis. 

 

Figure 5. Display of Solidworks 

 

The result of the load static simulation 

consist of maximum stress value, yield 

strength and displacement value on the index 

bar. The maximum stress on the index bar 

used to evaluate the design is secured. 

 

Figure 6. Load Static simulation display 

2.2.4 Manufacturing process 

The manufacturing process is done to 

realize the result of design. The manufacturing 

was conducted at Siswadhi Soepardjo Field 

laboratory, Department of Mechanical and 

Bio-systems Engineering, Bogor Agricultural 

University guided by supervisor and workshop 

technicians.  

2.2.5 Performance test 

Performance tests is conducted to 

evaluate the result of functional design that 

next will be identification back. The result is 

considered successful if it accordance with 

that the expected. Performance test that 

conducted are: 

 Forward speed test of crawler 

 Speed test of lifting mechanism  

 Synchronization analysis crawler 

forward speed and lifting mechanism 

speed 

 Functional test: functional test is done 

to ensure the components has been 

choose run as its function. Functional 

testing include acceleration test such 

as turn right, turn left, forward, and 

backward.  

2.2.6 Data collection method of the 

performance test 

Forward speed data is collected by 

measuring the duration times it take machine 

to move as far as 100 meters and lifting 

mechanism speed data is collected by 

measuring the duration times it take the 

mechanism to move on one rotation 

Va= S/t       (11) 

 The duration times taken by camera 

video.  The camera video captured the picture 

from left or right view of the machine and is 

processed by Adobe Premiere Pro. 

 

Figure 7. Display of adobe premiere pro   

2.2.7 Calculation and analysis of the data 

The data that have been obtained by 

recording and then the data is calculated, 

processed and analyzed by statistic method. 

The formulation to count the data that used 

are: 

 Average of the data 

                                        (12) 

 Standard deviation of the data 

                             (13) 
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 determine the upper boundary control 

and lower boundary control of the 

data  

                            (14)                                                                       

                            (15)  

This boundary control is a boundary 

of the data that the data is uniform or 

not.                                                                    

 Formulation to calculate adequacy of 

the data 

            (16) 

Where N 'is the number of observations 

that have been made. This formula is for a 

95% confidence level. If the required number 

of measurements was still greater than the 

number of measurements taken or N '> N, then 

it must be measured again until the required 

number of measurements is smaller than the 

number of measurements taken or N' <N. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The first concept of crawler type of CFA 

was used the crawler oval type as the traction 

source. Crawler oval type designed to be used 

as a standard configuration for all unit track, 

where the drive sprocket is at the rear of the 

unit and idler at the front of the unit, there are 

one or two carrier rollers on the top and a 

series of track roller on the bottom to support 

the unit. 

 

 

Figure 8. Previous design of crawler oval type 

 The crawler oval type has some 

weakness and need to be modified. The 

modification is done by develop the crawler to 

be crawler elevated sprocket type. Elevated 

sprocket is a development the type of unit the 

tractor track for maintaining the performance 

of the track unit, where the elevated sprocket 

track is designed to isolate the components of 

final drive (gearbox) from shocks. The 

elevated sprocket design improve the balance 

of the unit and the traction and provide 

maximum flexibility for mounting track roller 

frame.  

 

Figure 9. Conceptual design of crawler 

elevated sprocket type  

The frame of CFA01 crawler is modified 

so that the track just has 16 rollers couple, 

roller on the track useful to weight transfer 

that on it and transfer weight to the track. The 

roller diameter used is 139.7 mm and the 

thickness is 25 mm. The roller in the first 

concept used 20 couples of rollers and the 

space of rollers each other is too tightly but 

now on the next concept the crawler has just 

16 rollers couples and space of the roller each 

other is assembled more distantly, it aims to 

reduce the load on each rollers, by it design 

can avoid the front sprocket from the big 

impact so that impact can damage the front 

sprocket. The crawler has one 2 couple’s idler 

roller is that useful to keep the chain to be 

loose and still in optimum tension. The 

crawler is supported by the frame fastener to 

set the tension of the chain track, so that the 

crawler more flexible.   

 

Figure 10. Concept of crawler main frame of 

CFA01 

The problems were found at the crawler 

of the CFA01 is the rear sprocket shaft on the 

one line (direct shaft) like as shown in Figure 

8, so when the shaft will be assembled is not 

symmetrically so that make the sprocket 

becomes unbalanced and can damage the shaft 

or the shaft will be deforming like as shown in 

Figure 3. The shaft will be deforming or can 
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be damaged because the load distribution 

force is uneven. The modification is done by 

replace direct shaft on the rear sprocket with 

the independent shaft. Independent shaft 

makes the sprocket more balance, because the 

shaft is shorter so that the shaft become 

stronger to hold deformation will be 

happening. 

 

Figure 11. Independent shaft on rear sprocket 

The problems also happened to the 

sprocket, in previous design the sprocket 

always run out from the track. The final drive 

sprocket is modified by adding the sprocket 

cover. Its cover can keep the sprocket still on 

the track, and front and rear sprocket is 

replaced by the idler sprocket it’s can reduce 

the front sprocket possibility run out from 

track. 

 
Figure 12. Final drive sprocket 

 
Figure 13. Idler sprocket 

 

 

 

 

3.1 The Result of Load Static Simulation by 

Solidwokrs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. The result of Load static simulation 

on the crawler part by part 
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The selection of material to parts of the 

crawlers was been choose Steel Carbon SC45. 

The simulation by Solidworks software show 

that the functional part on the crawler was safe, 

where the load force maximum smaller than 

material yield strength. The color show the 

variation of the force has been received by the 

part of crawler, which the red color show the 

maximum force and the blue show the 

minimum force has been received. 

3.2 The Result of Conceptual Design of 

CFA01 

 

 

Figure 15. Previous design of CFA01 

 

 

Figure 16. New design of CFA01 

 

3.3 The Result of Forward Speed and Lifter 

Speed Mechanism Test of CFA01 

Table 1. The result of performance test of 

crawler 

 

Table 2. The result of front lifting mechanism 

speed test of CFA01 

 
 

 

Figure 17. The illustration of synchronization 

speed  

Based on table 1 and table 2 is be gotten 

the data if the speed is synchronous at 

transmission level-2 and engine speed at 2000 

rpm, where the vertical speed of front lifting 

mechanism and the forward speed of crawler 
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about 0,45 m/s. The synchronization of 

crawler useful to determine the best forward 

speed to give optimally fertilizer, so the 

forward speed and lifter mechanism speed 

should be properly considered so that there is 

no one chopping leaf movement from the lifter 

because the lifter mechanism speed faster than 

crawler speed so that can damage the palm 

leaf, or pushing movement from the machine 

because of the crawler speed faster than lifter 

mechanism speed so that can damage the palm 

leaf and fertilizer application is not optimum. 

3.4 The Documentation Result of 

Functional Test of CFA01 at Siswadhi 

Soepardjo Field Laboratory. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Functional test of CFA 

3.5 The documentation result of 

Performance test of CFA01 at palm 

plantation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19. The documentation result of 

performance test of CFA at palm plantation 
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CONCLUSION 

The result of the new crawler design of 

CFA01 has functional components is frame, 

sprocket, idler sprockets, rollers, idler rollers, 

chain and track shoes. All modification was 

been done to repair the performance and the 

some weakness of CFA01 machine. Based on 

performance test result at Siswadhi Soepardjo 

and at palm plantation was showed good result 

and all functional component worked like as it 

functions. The load static simulation by 

solidworks showed the result of strength 

material of SC45 is safe to hold load force 

there on it. The best forward speed to give 

optimally fertilizer at transmission L-2 and 

engine speed 2000 rpm where the forward 

speed of machine and lifter mechanism is 0, 

45 m/s. 
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